
IN THE CLAIMS:

1 . (Currently amended) A bobbin case assembly comprising:

a wall structure mountable upon a support;

a bobbin for a supply of thread; and

a tensioning element for engaging thread projecting from a supply of thread on the

bobbin,

the tensioning element having a length and a circumferential surface against which

thread can be wrapped so that a frictional resistance force can be generated between the

thread and the circumferential surface that resists drawing of thread off of the supply,

the tensioning element having a configuration that limits lengthwise shifting of a

spirally wrapped portion of thread wrapped against the circumferential surface so as to

controllablv maintain a lengthwise space between adjacent turns of a spirally wrapped

portion of thread wrapped against the circumferential surface .

2. (Original) The bobbin case assembly according to claim 1 wherein the

tensioning element has an edge to which thread can abut to limit lengthwise shifting of a

spirally wrapped portion of thread wrapped against the circumferential surface.

3. (Original) The bobbin case assembly according to claim 2 wherein the

tensioning element has an elongate body and the edge is defined by a bend in the

elongate body.



4 .
(Original) The bobbin case assembly according to Cain, 2 wherein trie edge

is defined by a projection from trie circumferential surface.
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herein the edge is defined by an undercut in the circumferential surface.
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wherein the tension.ng e,ement has a body, the oircumferent., surface is defined

on a body portion having a .ength with a diameter, a first end and a second end, and the

diameter of the body portion increases between the firs, end and the second end so that

thread spiraiiy wrapped against the circumferentiai surface is Wed

shifting between the first and second ends of the body portion.
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lengthwise shifting of thread spiraiiy wrapped againstthe circumferenfiai surface.

1 1 .
(Currently amended) In combination:

a) a bobbin case assembly comprising:

a va wall structure mountable upon a support;



a bobbin;

a supply of thread wrapped on the bobbin; and

a tensioning eiement having a length and a circumferential surface,

the thread extending from the supply and wrapped against and at least partially

around the circumferential surface so that a frictiona, resistance force is generated

supply,
f

the tensioning element having a configuration that limits lengthwise shifting o, a

b) a thread drawing assembly for exerting a tension on the thread to draw the

thread from the supply.

„ (Original, The combination according to Cairn ft wherein the tensioning
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1 5. (Currently amended) [[The]] in combination accord ing to c la im 12 :

a) a bobbin case assembly comprising:

a wall structure mountable upon a support:

a bobbin:

a supply of thread wrapped on the bobbin: and

a tensioning element having a length and a circumferential surface,

the thread extending from the supply and wrapped against and at least partially

around the circumferential surface so that a frictional resistance force is generated

between the thread and circumferential surface that resists drawing of the thread off of the

supply.

the tensioning element having a configuration that limits lengthwise shifting of a

spirally wrapped portion of thread wrapped against the circumferential surface: and

b) a thread drawing assembly for exerting a tension on the thread to draw the

thread from the supply.

wherein the tensioning element has an edge to which thread can abut to limit

lengthwise shifting of a spirally wrapped portion of thread wrapped against the

circumferential surface.

wherein the edge is defined by an undercut in the circumferential surface.

1 6. (Currently amended) [[The]] in combination according to c la im 12 :

a ) a bobbin case assembly comprising :

a wall structure mountable upon a support:



a bobbin:

a supply of thread wrapped on the bobbin: and

a tensioning element having a length and a circumferential surface,

the thread extending from the supply and wrapped against and at least partially

around the circumferential surface so that a frictional resistance force is generated

between the thread and circumferential surface that resists drawing of the thread off of the

supply.

the tensioning element having a configuration that limits lengthwise shifting of a

spirally wrapped portion of thread wrapped against the circumferential surface: and

b) a thread drawing assembly for exerting a tension on the thread to draw the

thread from the supply.

wherein the tensioning element has an edge to which thread can abut to limit

lengthwise shifting of a spirally wrapped portion of thread wrapped against the

circumferential surface.

wherein the tensioning element has a body with a diameter, the body having a first

diameter portion and a second diameter portion and the edge is defined at a juncture

between the first diameter portion and the second diameter portion.

17. (Original) The combination according to claim 12 wherein the tensioning

element has a body and the body has an angled portion at which the edge is defined.
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wrapping the thread againstthe
circumferential surface so astoform

a spiral portion

ofthreadtha,is wrapped
againstthe circumferential surface so that a frictional resistance

f0rce is generated between the thread and circumferentia, surface that resists drawing of

thread off of the supply;

exertingatensioning force onthe thread tocause the thread to be drawn off of the

bobbin; and

causing the spirally wrapped portion to be limited in lengthwise shifting relative to

the portioned body as the thread hd^--«-«^-U«^«*«l--«
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